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Transportation systems and infrastructure are essential in ensuring the safe
movement of people and goods by air, rail, road and water. This special feature will
explore the trends affecting the state of Canada’s transportation system and
infrastructure – and highlight efforts to make them better, smarter, cleaner and
safer.
Proposed topic highlights:
Outlook – From better data and evidence to better infrastructure.
Challenges – Supply chain disruption, environmental impact and more.
Solutions – Technology and policy advances.
Impact – Innovation enabling business and community success.
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DEMAND FOR UPSKILLING SURGES
IN TRANSFORMED LABOUR MARKET
Athabasca University is using innovative course technologies, including realistic simulations powered by artiﬁcial intelligence. ISTOCK.COM

Multiplying learning
impacts through
AI-powered courses
and HR studies show
E conomic
that more Canadians are
re-evaluating their working lives and
considering a job or career change,

(Learners) respond to
various AI-powered
characters representing
the industry client,
their peers and
supervisors, who try to
persuade them to cross
the ethical line.

The Alberta Institute of Agrology
(AIA) is one of the partners that
has beneﬁted from the innovative
AI-powered courses. AIA is the
professional regulatory body for
more than 2,700 people working
in 19 agrology-practice areas in the
province.
Ethics are central to agrology
practice, says David Lloyd, CEO and
registrar of the AIA.
“Our members conduct more than

says. “It is critical that they are guided by ethics in their practice within
the context of legislated professional
standards, legal obligations and duties to serve the public interest.”
The AIA and AU collaboratively
developed a tailored version of the
Leadership and Management Development course, “Ethical Decision
Making,” which was ﬁrst delivered
to articling agrologists in 2021. Mr.
Dixon and two specialists from the

Learners can test their ability to
manage these complex decisions
through the AI simulation.
“It puts each learner in the experience of being a junior agrologist
with a ﬁctitious consulting ﬁrm helping an energy company with wellsite
reclamation,” says Mr. Dixon. “They
respond to various AI-powered
characters representing the industry
client, their peers and supervisors,
who try to persuade them to cross
the ethical line.”
After participating in the AI scenario, learners discuss their experiences with their coaches and peers,
a highly valuable combination, says
Cassandra Haraba, AIA’s director of
regulatory governance and a codeveloper and coach for the course.
“The learners are recognizing
substantive misconceptions they had
about how they would behave in
these situations, and this course is
allowing effective correction of these
misconceptions early in their career,”
says Ms. Haraba. Each learner has
unique experiences with the AI
characters, depending on how they
react, and sharing their insights ampliﬁes the learning impact, she says.
“The learners also realize that the
AIA Code of Ethics is their safety net,
which they can use day to day when
facing ethical challenges.”
“This course is having an incomparable impact on young agrology
professionals, preparing them to ex-
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